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Abstract

Self-supervised learning (especially contrastive learn-
ing) has attracted great interest due to its huge potential in
learning discriminative representations in an unsupervised
manner. Despite the acknowledged successes, existing con-
trastive learning methods suffer from very low learning ef-
ficiency, e.g., taking about ten times more training epochs
than supervised learning for comparable recognition accu-
racy. In this paper, we reveal two contradictory phenom-
ena in contrastive learning that we call under-clustering
and over-clustering problems, which are major obstacles
to learning efficiency. Under-clustering means that the
model cannot efficiently learn to discover the dissimilar-
ity between inter-class samples when the negative sample
pairs for contrastive learning are insufficient to differenti-
ate all the actual object classes. Over-clustering implies
that the model cannot efficiently learn features from exces-
sive negative sample pairs, forcing the model to over-cluster
samples of the same actual classes into different clusters.
To simultaneously overcome these two problems, we pro-
pose a novel self-supervised learning framework using a
truncated triplet loss. Precisely, we employ a triplet loss
tending to maximize the relative distance between the posi-
tive pair and negative pairs to address the under-clustering
problem; and we construct the negative pair by selecting a
negative sample deputy from all negative samples to avoid
the over-clustering problem, guaranteed by the Bernoulli
Distribution model. We extensively evaluate our framework
in several large-scale benchmarks (e.g., ImageNet, SYSU-
30k, and COCO). The results demonstrate our model’s su-
periority (e.g., the learning efficiency) over the latest state-
of-the-art methods by a clear margin. See Codes1.

1. Introduction
Recently, self-supervised learning (SSL) has shown re-

markable results in representation learning. Among them,
the results of contrastive learning are most promising in the

*Corresponding Author.
1https://github.com/wanggrun/triplet
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Figure 1. A comparison of learning efficiency among different SSL
methods using ResNet-50. Here, the x-axis represents the train-
ing epochs of SSL, and the y-axis stands for the top-1 accuracy
of ImageNet linear evaluation. All methods have lower learning
efficiency than supervised learning, but our approach has a signif-
icantly higher learning efficiency than the existing SSL methods.
(best view in color)

computer vision tasks. Notable works include MoCo v1/v2
[24, 8], SimCLR [7], BYOL [22], and SimSiam [9]. For
example, on ImageNet [36], the top-1 accuracy of BYOL
is 74.3%, which is close to that of supervised learning, i.e.,
76.4% [49, 1, 28, 32] (see “goal line” in Figure 1). De-
spite the promising accuracies and high expectations, the
learning efficiency of the state-of-the-art SSL methods is
about ten times lower than the supervised learning meth-
ods. For instance, the supervised learning method typically
takes about 100 epochs to train a ResNet50 on ImageNet. In
comparison, SimCLR and BYOL have to cost 1,000 epochs,
and MoCo v2 needs to cost 800 epochs (See Figure 1).

Attempting to address this issue, we rethink existing SSL
methods’ mechanism and attribute their inherited draw-
back to two opposing problems, i.e., under-clustering and
over-clustering. Specifically, during batch training, con-
trastive learning randomly crops each image two times to
obtain two views and study the similarity between these
two views (called a positive sample pair 2). Meanwhile,
some methods also study the dissimilarity between cross-
image views (called negative sample pairs3). The opti-
mization objective is to reduce the distance between posi-

2e.g., View A and View B of Image X
3e.g., View A of Image X and View B of Image Y
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tive sample pairs and enlarge the distance between negative
sample pairs. As suggested by metric learning [12], suf-
ficient negative sample pairs are required to guarantee the
learning efficiency. Otherwise, lacking negative samples –
whether due to the GPU memory constraints like SimCLR
or (ii) algorithm design like BYOL and SimSiam [9] – can
make different object categories having overlaps. This is
identified as the under-clustering problem. One evidence
of under-clustering is shown in Table 14. As a result of
under-clustering, SimCLR and BYOL have low learning ef-
ficiency because the model cannot efficiently discover the
dissimilarity between inter-class samples. On the contrary,
excessive negative samples can lead to an opposite problem,
i.e., over-clustering, which implies the negative samples are
false negative and the model over-clusters samples of the
same actual categories into different clusters. In an extreme
case, there would be 1.28M clusters for ImageNet! One evi-
dence of over-clustering is in Table 15. Over-clustering also
results in low learning efficiency since it encourages dissim-
ilarity between intra-class samples in vain. As reported by
[54, 3], over-clustering can lead to unnecessary harmful rep-
resentation learning. For example, [15, 14] obtains an un-
satisfied performance due to directly clarifying CIFAR-10
into 50K clusters. MoCo v1/v2 cannot further increase the
accuracy, even leveraging the momentum to store plenty of
negative samples. In summary, existing contrastive learning
cannot avoid the under-clustering or over-clustering prob-
lems, so their learning efficiency is still low.

To tackle the above under-clustering and over-training
problems, a few pioneering works have been proposed to
analyze the negative samples’ role in the contrastive loss
[10, 35, 4, 27]. As opposed to these methods that use over-
complicated contrastive losses, we propose an SSL frame-
work using a quite simple truncated triplet loss. Specif-
ically, a triplet loss can maximize the relative distance
between the positive and negative pairs for each triplet
unit. Having plenty of triplets, we can address the under-
clustering problem because wealthy triplets contain rich
negative pairs that guarantee a considerable distance be-
tween negative sample pairs. Triplet loss largely addresses
the under-clustering issue but raises the over-clustering
problem. Hence, we propose a novel truncated triplet loss to
avoid over-clustering samples from the same category into
different clusters. The truncated triplets are ensured with
confidence guaranteed by the Bernoulli Distribution model.
This significantly improves SSL’s learning efficiency and

4We calculate the class center for each category and compute the dis-
tances for every two class centers. These center-to-center distances are
averaged to form a class divergence. We keep the variance equal so we
can just compare class divergence. The small class divergence in Table 1
indicates BYOL does suffer under-clustering.

5We use Pr(ω|A) (defined in Section 5) to denote the possibility of
containing a false negative samples in a batch. The high probabilities in
Table 1 verify MoCo v2 indeed suffers over-clustering.

Under-clustering (Divergence)
BYOL Ours
5.3711 7.6803

Over-clustering (Pr(ω|A))
MoCo v2 Ours

1.0 0.0110
Table 1. Qualitative analysis of over-/ under- clustering. We use
Pr(ω|A) (the larger, the higher over-clustering risk) and class di-
vergence (the smaller, the higher under-clustering risk) to measure
the over-/ under- clustering level, respectively.

leads to state-of-the-art performance (See Figure 1).
In summary, our contribution is three-fold.

• We analyze the existing best-performing contrastive
learning methods and attribute their low learning in-
efficiency to the under-clustering and over-clustering,
which result in unnecessary harmful representation
learning just to memorize the data.

• To address the under-clustering and over-training prob-
lem, we propose a novel SSL framework using a trun-
cated triplet loss. Precisely, we employ a triplet loss
containing rich negative samples to address the under-
clustering problem, and our triplet loss uses trun-
cated/trimmed triplets to avoid over-clustering, guar-
anteed by the Bernoulli Distribution model.

• Our method significantly improves SSL’s learning effi-
ciency and thus leads to state-of-the-art performance in
several large-scale benchmarks (e.g., ImageNet [36],
SYSU-30k [46], and COCO 2017 [29]) and varieties
of downstream tasks.

2. Related Work
Vanilla SSL. The recent renaissance of SSL originated

from straightforward pretext tasks. Typical pretext tasks in-
cluded image denoising [41], image inpainting [33], patch
ordering [13], solving jigsaw puzzles [31], color jittering
[55], and rotation prediction [19]. Although these methods
contributed to the renaissance of SSL, their learned repre-
sentations did not generalize well.

Contrastive learning. Currently, the most effective SSL
method in computer vision is contrastive learning [7, 24,
8, 22, 6], in which the intra-class distances are encouraged
to be small, and the inter-class distances are forced to be
large6. Plenty of positive and negative samples are needed
to discover the similarity and dissimilarity, which requires
large GPU memories [7]. To address this problem, Sim-
CLR [7] employs multi-machine distributed computing to
enlarge the batch. Nevertheless, due to GPU memory limi-
tation, further increasing positive/negative samples is pro-
hibitive in practice, which forms a barrier to improving
SSL. We identify this as an under-clustering problem.

To avoid under-clustering, more elegantly, Mean Teacher
[38] is applied to produce sufficient negative [24, 8] and

6although the class labels are unknown.
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(a) under-clustering                                    (b) ideal clustering                                          (c) over-clustering       
Figure 2. Illustration of under-clustering and over-clustering. Each sample pair connected by a yellow line represents a negative pair.

positive samples [22, 6]. Moreover, Exemplar-CNN [15,
14] directly clarifies each image in a dataset into a cluster,
i.e., it categorizes CIFAR-10 into 50K clusters. However,
it obtains an unsatisfactory performance. We identify this
as an over-clustering problem. Specifically, since each im-
age can be regarded as a cluster, excessive negative sample
pairs can over-cluster samples from the same category into
different clusters. This over-clustering can lead to bad rep-
resentation learning since the network just memorizes the
data instead of learning from the data [54, 3].

To reduce over-clustering, recent works rethink the ne-
cessity of negative samples and propose to remove nega-
tive samples at all. Notable works include BYOL [22] and
SimSiam [9]. However, once the negative samples are re-
moved, under-clustering may probably reoccur because the
model cannot efficiently discover the dissimilarity between
inter-class samples (see Table 1 for the evidence). Besides,
a few other pioneering works are also proposed to analyze
the negative samples’ role in the contrastive loss. [4] used
empirical evidence to show that not all negatives are equally
important for contrastive learning. [27] used a complicated
way to cancel false negatives. [10, 35] observed that using
extremely close samples is bad for contrastive learning and
leverage distribution knowledge to solve the problem. As
opposed to these methods that use over-complicated con-
trastive losses, we use a quite simple triplet loss.

Triplet loss. Triplet loss was proposed by Ding et al.
[12] and Schroff et al. [37] independently for person re-
identification and face recognition, respectively. It tends
to maximize the relative distance between the positive pair
and the negative pair for each triplet unit. Several improve-
ments over triplet loss are conducted to discover the valu-
able triplets [26], to perform cross-batch triplet loss [48],
and to apply to weakly supervised scenario [46]. How-
ever, these classical triplet losses can also result in over-
clustering. In contrast, we propose a truncated triplet loss
to address the over-clustering problem guaranteed by the
Bernoulli Distribution model.

Recognizing the hardest negatives can lead to bad lo-
cal minima in practice, [37] proposes a semi-hard negative

sampling strategy, sharing the merit of our method in avoid-
ing over-trusting the hardest negative sample and benefiting
representation learning. The differences between our trun-
cated triplet loss and semi-hard sampling strategy are two-
fold. First, if we read the widely-used code in TensorFlow
and Pytorch, we can find that a semi-hard triplet loss is a
margin-based loss rather than a ranking loss. Second, our
method trims negative samples while [37] performs vanilla
sampling. Our approach differs from [37]’s vanilla sam-
pling and mixture sampling and is thus a new one.

3. Self-supervised Representation Learning
We first present the under-clustering and over-clustering

problems of contrastive learning in Section 3.1. Then, we
present our method in Section 3.2. The analysis of the ef-
fectiveness of our approach is presented in Section 3.3.

3.1. Under-clustering and Over-clustering
Contrastive learning is proposed by [23] and is widely

used in SSL, achieving best-performing results on Ima-
geNet. The most widely-adopted loss for contrastive learn-
ing is InfoNCE [40]. Let x be a query image which has 1
positive sample x+ and m negative samples {x−

j }j=1,··· ,m.
InfoNCE calculates their inner products and normalize the
products using softmax and have:

{x̃Tx+, x̃Tx−
1 , x̃

Tx−
2 , · · · , x̃Tx−

m}

=softmax({xTx+, xTx−
1 , x

Tx−
2 , · · · , x

Tx−
m}).

Then, the goal of contrastive learning is to minimize:

−1 log x̃Tx+ − 0 log x̃Tx−
1 − 0 log x̃Tx−

2 · · · − 0 log x̃Tx−
m.

(see footnote7), which can be interpreted as forcing x̃Tx+ to
be close to 1 and forcing x̃Tx−

1 , x̃Tx−
2 , ..., x̃Tx−

m to be close
to 0. This indicates that plenty of negative sample pairs
are needed to guarantee the learning efficiency because the

7Generally, it’s written as: − log
exp(xT x+)/τ

exp(xT x+)/τ+
m∑

j=1
exp(xT x

−
j

)/τ

,

where τ is a temperature.
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model needs sufficient negative samples to discover the dis-
similarity between inter-class samples. Especially, plenty of
positive samples and negative samples are needed to enrich
the similarity and dissimilarity in each batch of data.

Under-clustering. Insufficient positive and negative ex-
amples can lead to under-clustering. Under-clustering is a
critical problem in which different categories have a valid
(but unwelcome) overlap. For example, in Figure 2 (a), a
cluster may contains {dog, horse} or {cat, cow}, i.e., dogs
and horse are mixed up. Without the annotation, we can-
not identify the actual label of each data point. In other
words, the dogs and horses have an overlap. An under-
clustering problem occurs when insufficient positive and
negative samples are present.

Over-clustering. As opposed to under-clustering caused
by lacking negative samples, over-clustering is caused by
overwhelming negative samples. Although contrastive
learning implicitly regards each image as a class, we do
not expect over-clustering. Excessive negative sample pairs
can result in over-clustering that forces samples from the
same category into different clusters. As is shown in Fig-
ure 2 (c), if excessive negative examples are provided, the
two dogs that belong to the same category are now assigned
to two clusters. Similar phenomena also appear in cats
and cows. This non-ideal over-clustering would prevent the
model from learning discriminative representations summa-
rizing essential features of a category since the network just
memorizes the data instead of learning from the data [54, 3].

Ideally, we would like to use just the right amount of
negative sample pairs to ensure that the images from the
same category are close to each other and that the images
from different classes are far away. As shown in Figure 2
(b), all the dogs, cats, and cows are clustered correctly. Note
that this is achieved in an unsupervised manner.

3.2. Truncated Triplet Loss
Triplet loss. Inspired by relative distance comparison

[57], triplet loss was proposed by [12] and [37] indepen-
dently for person re-identification and face recognition, re-
spectively. In a triplet-loss method, a set of triplets, i.e.,
{(xi, x

+
i , x

−
i )}i=1,··· ,m, are first generated. In general, a

query image will have far more negative samples than pos-
itive samples (see Figure 3 (a) for detail). For presen-
tation simplicity, we use only one query image and one
positive sample for illustration, i.e., we have a triplet set
{(x, x+, x−

i )}i=1,··· ,m. The oldest triplet loss is defined as:

Loss =
∑m

i=1
max

(
d(x, x+)− d(x, x−

i ), C
)
,

where d is a distance metric (e.g., cosine distance or Eu-
clidean distance). Here, C is a margin deciding whether or
not to drop a triplet. This is critical in machine learning al-
gorithms since we usually drop the simple data and focus on
the hard data near the decision boundary, as support vector
machine [11] suggests. To improve the learning efficiency

of triplet loss, in practice, we usually use the hardest triplet
to represent the overall triplets, i.e., only the triplet con-
taining the negative sample of the highest similarity score
overall negative samples are used (please refer to Figure 3
(b) for detail). Finally, a triplet is formally defined as:

Loss = max
(
d(x, x+)− d(x, x−

hardest), C
)
. (1)

Since x−
hardest is the hardest negative sample, we have

d(x, x−
hardest) ≤ d(x, x−

i ) for all i. This indicates that
when the hardest triplet loss meets the condition d(x, x+) ≤
d(x, x−

hardest), all others triplets meet the condition. There-
fore, the hardest triplet loss guarantees a considerable dis-
tance between negative sample pairs. Using triplet loss, we
can address the under-clustering problem.

Although triplet loss largely reduces under-clustering,
it increases over-clustering risk. Specifically, since con-
trastive learning can be considered a classification problem
that identifies each image as a class, using the hardest triplet
loss can lead to over-clustering. For example, in Figure 3
(a), the two dogs belong to the same object category. Un-
surprisingly, their feature similarity is high. But in SSL,
the actual category labels are absent; thus, these two dogs
can be reluctantly considered negative sample pairs (Fig-
ure 3 (b) and (c), top). This indicates they are the hardest
negative sample pairs. Using the hardest triplet loss, the dis-
tance between these two dogs is enlarged. This results in an
over-clustering problem in that the two dogs from the same
category are over-clustered into two different clusters.

Truncated triplet loss. To avoid over-clustering, we
construct the negative pair by truncating/trimming the hard-
est negative samples. We select a negative sample deputy to
form a truncated triplet, i.e., we have:

Loss = max
(
γd(x, x+)− d(x, x−

deputy), C
)
. (2)

Specifically, d(x, x−
deputy) is obtained using the follow-

ing steps. First, we compute the distance {d(x, x−
i )},∀i.

Then, we sort {d(x, x−
i )} by ascending. Finally, we obtain

d(x, x−
deputy) in two ways:

• rank-k triplet loss: the k-th element are selected from
{d(x, x−

i )}, yielding: d(x, x−
deputy) = d(x, x−

rank−k).

• smoothed-rank-k triplet loss: selecting the top-2, top-
3, ..., top-(2k+1) elements from {d(x, x−

i )} and yield-

ing: d(x, x−
deputy) =

1
2k

2k+1∑
j=2

d(x, x−
rank−j).

Note that when k = 1, the rank-k triplet loss reduces to
the hardest triplet loss. We can show in Section 3.3 that
replacing the hardest triplet with the rank-k triplet can in-
deed reduce the risk of over-clustering, guaranteed by the
Bernoulli Distribution model. By default, we use k = m

2
(i.e., the triplet deputy) for most of the experiments, al-
though using other values (e.g., k = 5) also yields good
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Figure 3. Illustration of our truncated triplet loss. Each sample pair connected by a red line represents a negative sample pair. Note that
although labeled by a green word “Neg”, in fact, the dog is a positive sample to the query image because they belong to the same category,
i.e., “a dog”. Traditional triplet loss using the hardest triplet (see Figure (b)) results in over-clustering, in which the distance between these
two dogs will be enlarged. The over-clustering result is shown at (c) top, and the ideal learning results is shown at (c) bottom.

performance. We use the widely-used cosine distance for
d, i.e., d(x, y) = − xy

∥x∥2∥y∥2
, where ∥ · ∥2 represents the

L2 norm. The negative sign (“-”) is used here because we
usually consider that a higher similarity indicates a smaller
distance. We set γ to be 2. Note that, according to our ex-
periments, the smoothed-rank-k triplet loss achieves better
performance than the rank-k triplet loss.

3.3. Analysis with Bernoulli Distribution Model

In contrastive learning, views from different images are
considered negative sample pairs even they are from the
same actual category (e.g., the two dogs in Figure 3 (a)).
Unsurprisingly, these kinds of negative sample pairs have a
high feature similarity. With a high probability, they will be
in the hardest triplets (see Figure 3 (b)). Using the hardest
triplet loss, the distance between these false-negative pairs
is enlarged. This results in an over-clustering problem that
the false-negative pairs from the same category are over-
clustered into two different clusters (see Figure 3 (c) top).

But in our truncated triplet loss, we sort {d(x, x−
i )} by

ascending and select the k-th element from {d(x, x−
i )} to

form d(x, x−
deputy). An over-clustering risk exists if this

rank-k negative sample and the query image belong to the
same actual category. We need to estimate the probabil-
ity that these two images belong to the same category. We
first have a reasonable assumption: with a high probability,
the image pairs from the same category have higher feature
similarities than other pairs, and the distances between these
pairs are smaller than other pairs. Because we have sorted
{d(x, x−

i )} by ascending, the event that the rank-k negative
sample and the query belong to the same category indicates
an event that at least k negative samples and the query be-
long to the same category. The probability of this event can
be computed by using a Bernoulli Distribution model, i.e.,

Pr =
m∑

j=k

Cj
mpj(1 − p)m−j . Here, C is used to denote the

combinations, and p is used to denote the probability that
a negative sample and the query belong to the same class.
For example, on ImageNet, we have p = 1

1000 . In our ex-
periment, we let m be 104 and k be m

2 . Putting m, k into
the above equation, we have Pr = 6.53e−121, which is al-
most zero. Even we let m be 104 and k be 5, we have
Pr = 3.03e−94. This indicates it is a rare event that the
rank-k negative sample and the query belong to the same
category. Thus, our truncated triplet loss can avoid over-
clustering, guaranteed by the Bernoulli Distribution model,
e.g., the two dogs at the bottom of Figure 3 (c) can be identi-
fied correctly. Experimental results in Section 5 also verify
the effectiveness of our method8.

4. Main results

Our SSL training protocols are as follows.
Data augmentation protocol. Our augmentations are

straightforward, including randomly cropping, randomly
resizing, randomly flipping horizontally, arbitrary gray scal-
ing, stochastic color jittering, Gaussian blurring, and solar-
ization. Please see our codes.

Other protocols. In the unsupervised learning stage, the
batch size is 104 images per GPU, and we use eight GPUs.
The gradient update interval is five steps. The maximum
epoch is 200. The learning rate starts from 4.8 and grad-
ually decreases with cosine annealing. The weight decay
factor is 1e−6. The optimizer is LARS [20] with a momen-
tum 0.9. The backbone is ResNet-50, which is the same as
the previous methods. The models are trained by using the
1.28M training images of ImageNet but without their an-
notations. The protocols are in line with [56]: we use the

8The Bernoulli Distribution model is simple yet can be justified by the
experiment (Section 5). Meanwhile, [10, 35] used elegant mathematical
boundedness tools to show the generalization ability of contrastive learn-
ing. A more elegant justification using boundedness tools is welcome.
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Table 2. Top-1 accuracy and training epochs of state-of-the-art
methods on ImageNet using linear classification for evaluation.

Method top-1 acc. train epochs
Random 4.4 0
Relative-Loc [13] 38.8 200
Rotation-Pred [19] 47.0 200
DeepCluster [5] 46.9 200
NPID [50] 56.6 200
ODC [53] 53.4 200
SimCLR [7] 60.6 200
SimCLR [7] 69.3 1000
MoCo [24] 61.9 200
MoCo v2 [8] 67.0 200
MoCo v2 [8] 71.1 800
SwAV [6] (single-crop) 69.1 200
SwAV [6] (multi-crop) 72.7 200
BYOL [22] 71.5 200
BYOL [22] 72.5 300
BYOL [22] 74.3 1000
SimSiam [9] 68.1 100
SimSiam [9] 70.0 200
SimSiam [9] 70.8 400
SimSiam [9] 71.3 800
truncated triplet 73.6 180
truncated triplet (smoothed) 73.8 200
truncated triplet (multi-crop) 74.1 200
truncated triplet 75.9 700
supervised 76.3 100
supervised + linear eval 74.1 100
supervised 78.4 270

same momentum network, the same multilayer-perceptron
head & neck as BYOL. Also, following BYOL, our loss is
symmetric w.r.t the positive pairs. Using protocols similar
to [56] makes it feasible to present comparisons on multiple
datasets/tasks without the extra hyper-parameter search.

We evaluate our method by comparing it with state-of-
the-art methods in four tasks, involving linear evaluation on
ImageNet, person re-identification on SYSU-30k, and ob-
ject detection on both COCO 2017 and “VOC07+12”.

4.1. Linear evaluation on ImageNet

Linear evaluation is the most widely adopted evaluation
protocol for validating the representation ability of differ-
ent SSL methods. Standardly, the backbones of ResNet-50
are trained by using the above SSL training protocols and
are frozen. A linear classifier is then added to the top of
the frozen representation and is trained for each method.
All methods are trained using the 1.28M training images of
ImageNet and are evaluated using the 50K validation im-
ages of ImageNet. For the linear classification stage, the
batch size is 256. The maximum epoch is 100. There is no
weight decay in linear classification training. The optimizer
is SGD. Single-scale center-crop top-1 accuracy is used.

Currently, the widely-used evaluation standard of SSL
merely values the accuracy but regardless of the training
epochs. Following this standard, we first compare our
method with the competitors without considering the train-
ing epochs. Table 2 shows that our method achieves a
promising result on ImageNet, i.e., 75.9%, outperforming
the latest state-of-the-art methods by a clear margin.

Regarding learning efficiency, existing SSL methods’ ef-
ficiency is lower than supervised learning. As shown in Ta-
ble 2, SSL models are trained for about 1,000 epochs, while

Table 3. Object detection results on COCO 2017 for Mask-RCNN.
Method APBox APMask

Random 35.6 31.4
Relative-Loc [13] 40.0 35.0
Rotation-Pred [19] 40.0 34.9
NPID [50] 39.4 34.5
MoCo [24] 40.9 35.5
MoCo v2 [8] 40.9 35.5
SimCLR [7] 39.6 34.6
BYOL [22] 40.3 35.1
truncated triplet 41.3 37.3
supervised-100 40.0 34.7
supervised-270 42.0 37.7

Table 4. Object detection results on VOC07+12 for Faster-RCNN.
Method AP50Box APBox AP75Box

Random 59.0 32.8 31.6
Relative-Loc [13] 80.4 55.1 61.2
Rotation-Pred [19] 80.9 55.5 61.4
NPID [50] 80.0 54.1 59.5
MoCo [24] 81.4 56.0 62.2
MoCo v2 [8] 82.0 56.6 62.9
SimCLR [7] 79.4 51.5 55.6
BYOL [22] 81.0 51.9 56.5
truncated triplet 81.8 56.4 62.9
supervised-100 81.6 54.2 59.8
supervised-270 82.2 56.9 63.1

the supervised counterpart is merely trained for 100 epochs.
SimCLR [7] explains that training for a longer time does
not bring gain for the supervised learning model (i.e., it re-
ported a result of 76.4% vs. 76.3% for 1000 epochs’ vs. 100
epochs’ supervised training). But our observation is the op-
posite, i.e., our reproduction of a supervised model trained
for 270 epochs can achieve 78.4% top-1 accuracy, which is
significantly higher than all of the SSL models.

Put together, a complete comparison regarding both ac-
curacies and training epochs is presented in Figure 1 and
Table 2, where we have three observations. First, previous
SSL methods still have a long way to go. They have signif-
icantly lower learning efficiency than supervised learning.
Second, as shown in Figure 1, our approach lies in the top-
left corner of the figure, indicating our method achieves the
best performance among the compared SSL methods. For
example, SwAV [6] achieves 72.7% (200 epochs), which
is lower than our method (73.6%, 180 epochs). Note that
SwAV uses an additional multi-crop augmentation that we
don’t use, which has a 3.6% gain9 (without multi-crop aug-
mentation, SwAV only achieves 69.1%). For a fair compar-
ison, we add multi-crop augmentation to our method, lead-
ing to a further state-of-the-art result of 74.1% (200 epochs).
This comparison verifies the effectiveness and efficiency of
our approach. Third, the smoothed truncated triplet loss
achieves better performance than the truncated triplet loss.

4.2. Transferring to downstream tasks

Transferring to COCO 2017 object detection. One of
SSL’s goals is to learn transferrable features. We test our
learned representation’s generalization ability by transfer-
ring to COCO 2017 object detection [29], which is (one of)

9Many methods (e.g., HSA [51] / MoCo v2 [8] / SimCLR [7] / SeLa [2]
/ DeepCluster [5]) can benefit significantly from multi-crop augmentation,
but BYOL [22] cant’t.
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the largest benchmarks for general object detection, con-
taining about 119K training images. Specifically, the back-
bones of ResNet-50 are trained by using the above SSL
training protocols, and the trained network weights serve
as the initialization of Mask-RCNN [25] with C4. We fine-
tune all layers on the train2017 set. The training schedule
is the default 2× schedule in [21]. Following [24], we fine-
tune BN instead of freezing it. Overall, the SSL pretraining
methods use the same training protocol as the ImageNet su-
pervised counterpart. The accuracy is tested on the val2017
set. We report the standard metric for the detection and in-
stance segmentation: APBox and APMask.

Table 3 shows that using our approach for pretraining
surpasses other SSL ImageNet pretraining on COCO 2017
detection. Our method indeed surpasses prior arts (includ-
ing MoCo / MoCo v2) on object detection on COCO 2017.
Moreover, our SSL pretraining even outperforms the super-
vised ImageNet pretraining, implying that SSL can obtain
more universal representations. This is in line with previous
works that also show that SSL pretraining can outperform
supervised pretraining on object detection [18, 24, 30, 6].

Transferring to VOC07+12 object detection. In addi-
tion to COCO 2017, we also evaluate our method’s transfer-
ability in PASCAL VOC object detection. Following [24]
and [56], the backbones of ResNet-50 are trained by us-
ing the above SSL training protocols, and the trained net-
work weights serve as the initialization of Faster R-CNN
[34] with C4. Then, we fine-tune all layers on the train-
val07+12 set of PASCAL. The image scale is [480, 800]
pixels during training and 800 in the testing. We report the
default VOC metric of AP50 and the COCO-style AP and
AP75. The evaluation is on the VOC test2017 set.

We show the results of different methods in Table 4. As
shown, our approach achieves comparable performance to
MoCo / MoCo v2 (our method is better than MoCo and
slightly worse than MoCo v2). Note that only MoCo v2 and
our approach can catch up with the supervised pretraining
counterpart that performs pretraining for 100 epochs. This
verifies the effectiveness of our method and implies that our
SSL can obtain universal representations.

4.3. Person re-identification on SYSU-30k

In a general sense, all the above tasks (image classifi-
cation, object detection, and segmentation) belong to visual
categorization since detection and segmentation can be con-
sidered categorizing regions and pixels for a given image.
The effectiveness of our approach beyond visual classifica-
tion remains uninvestigated. In the following, we investi-
gate a different task, i.e., person re-identification (re-ID),
which is fundamental in video surveillance [17]. Re-ID
refers to the problem of re-identifying individuals across
cameras [45]. Mathematically, re-ID is a matching problem
rather than a classification problem because it requires cal-

Table 5. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on SYSU-30k.
supervision method rank-1

Transfer learning

DARI [44] 11.2
DF [12] 10.3

Local CNN [52] 23.0
MGN [47] 23.6

Weakly supervised
W-Local CNN [46] 28.8

W-MGN [46] 29.5

Self-supervised

SimCLR [7] 10.9
MoCo v2 [8] 11.6
BYOL [22] 12.7

truncated triplet 14.8

culating distance metrics between two given images. As is
proved by [16, 43, 46, 58, 42], unsupervised representation
learning is critical to visual matching; therefore, validating
the effectiveness of our approach in re-ID is nontrivial.

Dataset and protocol. We conduct experiments on the
SYSU-30k dataset [46], which is the largest database for
re-ID. This database contains 29,606,918 images of 30,508
pedestrians, which is about 30 times larger than ImageNet
in terms of category number. Please note that the exact label
of each image is unknown in this dataset. Both the lack of
precise annotation and the massive number of images make
this dataset set very suitable for unsupervised learning, es-
pecially SSL. Since we are the first to perform SSL on this
database, no previous work provides an evaluation proto-
col for this dataset. We propose a new evaluation protocol
for it: the training set of SYSU-30k is employed to per-
form SSL. Once the model is learned, we directly use it to
extract features for visual matching on the test set of SYSU-
30k without any finetuning. This is even more challenging
than linear evaluation on ImageNet because linear evalua-
tion learns an extra classifier for recognition, but no extra
classifier is learned here. Regarding the superiority of us-
ing SYSU-30k mentioned above, we believe SYSU-30k is
a perfect database to evaluate SSL effectiveness and recom-
mend it to future SSL researchers.

Result analysis. We compare our method with SimCLR,
MoCo-v2, BYOL, and current state-of-the-art results (not
SSL methods). We use ResNet-50 as the backbone. The
results in Table 5 show that our models achieve new state-
of-the-art performance, i.e., a rank-1 accuracy of 14.8%.
Note that this number is low, i.e., even lower than existing
transfer learning and weakly supervised learning methods.
This is attributed to the challenge of the SYSU-30k test set,
which contains about 480,000 testing images. Moreover,
there are 478,730 mismatching images as the wrong answer
in the gallery. Thus, evaluation using the SYSU-30k test set
is like searching for a needle in a haystack. We encourage
future SSL researchers to use this dataset to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of SSL. We can also observe that our approach
surpasses other SSL methods by a clear margin (14.8 vs.
12.7 for ours vs. BYOL). This verifies the effectiveness of
our approach on visual matching tasks like re-ID.
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Table 6. Effect of avoiding over-clustering.
Training epoch event 0 180

k = 1
Pr(Ω|A) 0.1538 0.9656
Pr(Ω|B) 0.1618 0.9948

k = 5
Pr(Ω|A) 0.1167 0.2105
Pr(Ω|B) 0.1230 0.2132

k = 52
Pr(Ω|A) 0.1220 0.0110
Pr(Ω|B) 0.1288 0.0233

Table 7. Impact of margin.
Margin C = −0.3 C = −1.2 C = −100

Top-1 accuracy 28.3 29.8 30.0

Table 8. Impact of rank-k.
Rank-k rank-1 rank-5 rank-52
Top-1 accuracy 28.9 29.5 30.0

5. Ablation studies
In the rest of our paper, to reduce the training time and

fast access to the results, we perform ablation studies using
20 training epochs. Please note that, due to our method’s
high learning efficiency, training for 20 epochs is sufficient
for ablation studies. The linear evaluation training is also
reduced to one epoch 10. Actually, previous works also use
few training epochs for ablation studies, e.g., [7] and [39].
All the training protocols are the same as Section 4, except
that we take the 20th epoch’s checkpoint for one epoch’s
evaluation. This section only reports the results of top-1
accuracy on ImageNet under the linear evaluation protocol
since it is the most widely adopted metric for validating the
effectiveness of SSL methods.

Effect of avoiding over-clustering. As we discussed in
Section 3.2, thanks to the truncated triplet loss, we can avoid
over-clustering. For example, if k = 5, the probability of
over-clustering is 3.03e−94. If k = m

2 = 52, the probabil-
ity of over-clustering is 6.53e−121. However, whether this
analysis is correct remains unclear. In the following, we
provide empirical analysis. During batch training, all the
batch samplings are considered the total event A. If a batch
contains at least two images belonging to the same actual
category, we call it an event B. If (at least) these two im-
ages are mis-considered a false-negative pair, we call this
an event Ω. We report the frequency Pr(Ω|A) and Pr(Ω|B)
in Table 6 for different training epochs and different ks.

We have three observations from Table 6. First, the
rank-52 and rank-5 negative samples rarely belong to the
same category as the query image, i.e., Pr(Ω|A) and
Pr(Ω|B) are low. Second, with the training epochs increas-
ing, the probability that the rank-k negative sample is a false
negative decreases. This is attributed to the more and more
discriminative features that have been learned as the train-
ing goes. Third, with k increasing, the probability that the
rank-k negative sample is false negative decreases. Espe-
cially when k = 1, our truncated triplet loss reduces to

10After running plenty of experiments, our practical experience shows
that 20 epochs of training are enough for ablation studies.

the hardest triplet loss. As shown, the hardest triplet loss
indeed has a risk of over-clustering because the probabil-
ity Pr(Ω|B) is high. With k increasing, the probability
Pr(Ω|B) decreases. This indicates that our truncated triplet
loss can avoid the over-clustering problem, guaranteed by
the Bernoulli Distribution model.

Please note that if a batch contains even one false neg-
ative sample pair, we consider the whole batch has the
over-clustering risk. Therefore, the probability in Table 6
(e.g., 0.0110 or 0.2105) is higher than that in the analysis
(e.g.,3.03e−94 or 6.53e−121).

Impact of margin. As we discussed in Section 3.2, there
is a margin C deciding whether or not to drop a triplet. This
is critical in machine learning algorithms since we usually
drop the simple data and focus on the complex data near the
decision boundary, as support vector machine [11] suggests.
To empirically verify this hypothesis, we train our method
using different margins. The results are shown in Table 7.
As shown, different margins lead to a performance fluctu-
ation. When C = −100 or C = −1.2, the performance
is best. Hence, we use C = −100 for default in all of the
experiments if no otherwise specified.

Impact of rank-k. As we analyze in Section 3.3, we
can use different ks for our truncated triplet loss. When
k = 1, our truncated triplet loss reduces to the traditional
hardest triplet loss. When k increases, the risks of over-
clustering reduces exponentially. To know the impact of
using different ks, we train our method using different ks.
As shown in Table 8, different ks lead to a performance
fluctuation. When k = 5 and k = 52, the performances are
satisfied. Hence, we use k = 5 or k = 52.

6. Conclusion
Although SSL has shown promising results on Ima-

geNet, its learning efficiency is still low. We attribute the in-
herited drawback of contrastive learning to under-clustering
and over-clustering. To overcome these two problems, we
propose a novel SSL framework using a truncated triplet
loss. We employ triplet loss containing rich negative sam-
ple information to address the under-clustering problem.
We trim negative samples to prevent the over-clustering
problem, guaranteed by the Bernoulli Distribution model.
Our method significantly improves the learning efficiency
of SSL, leading to a state-of-the-art performance in several
large-scale benchmarks and varieties of downstream tasks.
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